Join In The Game

A                      E                      A
Let everyone clap hands like me

E                        A
Let everyone stamp feet like me

D
Come on and join into the game

E                        D
You'll find that it's always the same.

A                      E                      A
Let everyone stamp feet like me

E                        A
Let everyone stamp feet like me

D
Come on and join into the game

E
You'll find that it's always the same.

A                      E                      A
Let everyone pull ears like me

E                        A
Let everyone pull ears like me

D
Come on and join into the game

E
You'll find that it's always the same.

A                      E                      A
Let everyone wiggle tongues like me

E                        A
Let everyone wiggle tongues like me

D
Come on and join into the game

E
You'll find that it's always the same.

A                      E                      A
Let everyone laugh like me

E                        A
Let everyone laugh like me

D
Come on and join into the game

E
You'll find that it's always the same.